Political Risk
Offers investors, financial institutions, and corporates comprehensive non-payment insurance cover
against government obligors and wide ranging protection against political events.
TARGET MARKET
Investors, financial institutions, exporter/
importers and corporate clients.

CLAIMS
Non-payment/default on
sovereign or state-owned enterprise
related payment obligation.

Confiscation of investments /
assets in a foreign jurisdiction.

Inability to convert currency out
of the country or into hard currency.

NON-CANCELLABLE: Policy terms for
up to 15 years, with limits of up to $150
million available for a single risk.

GLOBAL NETWORK: Longestablished global network that
today spans more than 200 countries
and jurisdictions.

CAPACITY & Minimum Retention
Capacity up to $150m with minimum retention
dependent on product/insured.

Headlines
GLOBAL: Foreign government’s action
or inaction, political uprising or currency
inconvertibility. If it threatens a client’s
overseas property, income or assets, we
can address it.

SWEET SPOTS
Strong preference for key infrastructure projects
and investments, transactions that involve Export
Credit Agencies, amortising loan profiles, and
risks based within emerging markets.

CONTACT

Maggie Nicol
maggie.nicol@aig.com

Sam Ouin
sam.ouin@aig.com

ADAPTABLE COVER: Protection against
the risk of default or contract termination
by sovereign and sub sovereign obligors.
Cover can be adapted to apply to a variety
of underlying contractual arrangements.

FLEXIBILITY: Structure coverage to
meet customer’s unique exposures and
geographical position. For banks we are
able to provide capital relief with a Basel
III compliant non-payment policy.

HIGHER LIMITS: Provided through
coinsurance or reinsurance arrangements,
we can also look at trade or non-trade
coverage. Limits available in a variety of
currencies.

MULTINATIONAL: Worldwide
jurisdiction.

AIG EXPERTISE: Proven record of
providing political risk insurance,
consistently, for nearly four decades,
including paying claims in over 50
countries and helping our clients
make recoveries.
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